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I. INTRODUCTION

At the scales of spatial volumes and times associated with micro-physical entities, the

structure of space-time is different from that used in classical mechanics. In the Gauss -

Riemann approach to geometry the location of points in the classical space-time is described

using coordinates which are multiplets of standard real numbers. They are unsuitable for the

microscopic world because their physical interpretation as spatial and temporal coordinates

presupposes the existence in principle of rigid rods and ideal clocks[6]. Some authors, see

Toller [1] and its references, have described the space-time of micro-physics using coordinates

which are multiplets of operators that belong to a non-commutative algebra. For example,

if the micro-system is described using a unitary representation of the Poincaré group P then

the coordinates are given by operators X̂µ belonging to the infinitesimal representation of

the enveloping algebra of P . Then a connection with the classical outcomes of measurements

is obtained through the eigenvalue-eigenvector link which runs into difficulties for operators,

like X̂µ, that do not have point spectrum[4]. In the program that we follow, the operators

are taken to label physical qualities and their quantitative values are given by quantum

real numbers (qrumbers)[9, 13]. Each massive particle may consider itself to be a quantum

real number reference frame in much the same way as classical frames of reference are set

up because that all ”measured” values are given by qrumbers that are not disturbed by

uncertainty relations. On the other hand, a laboratory measurement is a process in which

the quantum real number yields a standard real number to a given precision[13], here the

uncertainty relation arises as a limitation on the product of the precisions of the position

and its conjugate momentum.

In the standard quantum formulation the physical system is assumed to be in a pure state

described by a vector ψ in a Hilbert space H. In the quantum real numbers (qrumbers)

approach the system is assumed to be in a quantum condition W defined as an open subset

of the state space[15], ES(M), which is contained in the convex hull of projection operators

P̂ = |φ〉〈φ| onto one-dimensional subspaces spanned by unit vectors φ ∈ D∞(U) ⊂ H. [16]

An event in Minkowski space-time is a point in a four-dimensional manifold. Events

correspond to elementary physical phenomena which can be given temporal and spatial

coordinates. This correspondence can be maintained in the microscopic world when these

classical variables are re-expressed in terms of qrumbers. The problem of the existence of
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a ”background” reference frame[7] is the same as in classical mechanics except the logic is

intuitionistic and the qrumbers may exist to less than full extent[9].

The qrumber coordinates of the quantum Minkowski space-time are given by quadruplets

xµ
Q(W ), µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 where the continuous functions xµ

Q with a common domain W are given

by the formulae xµ
Q(ρ̂) = Trρ̂X̂µ for all ρ̂ ∈ W . The qrumbers form a field. [17]

The unitary representation U induces a representation of the proper orthochronous

Poincaré group P in the quantum Minkowski space-time, such that for any element (aµ, Aµ
ν )

in P and any open set W , the event xµ
Q(W ) → aµ1Q(W ) + Aµ

νx
ν
Q(W ). Here aµ ∈ T , the

space-time translation group, and A ∈ L, the proper orthochronous Lorentz group. There-

fore the usual Minkowskian tensor calculus is applicable.

Because the vacuum state and single-particles states cannot be used to determine an

event,[1, 2] we only use representations with positive mass. We follow Jaekel and Reynaud

in using representations of the conformal group[2] to construct the points of space-time and

discuss how the topology of the qrumber Minkowski space-time can explain some ”non-local”

aspects of the experiments for the double slit and Bell’s inequality [12].

The standard quantum mechanical expectation values are related to qrumber values be-

cause the expectation value Trρ̂Â of the quality Â in the state ρ̂ ∈ V defines an order

theoretic infinitesimal qrumber. [18]
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